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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Harish-Chandra theory for a finite group G of Lie type states the 
following: If p is an irreducible character of G, then there is a parabolic 
subgroup P of G, a Levi decomposition Lb’ of P, and a cuspidal character 
II/ of the Levi subgroup such that p is a constituent of the induced character 
indg($) of the pullback $ of $ to P. Furthermore, the pair (L, $) is uni- 
quely determined by p up to conjugacy in G. 
In the case where G is a classical group, that is, a general linear, unitary, 
symplectic, or orthogonal group over cFq, we generalize this theory relative 
to an odd prime r different from the defining characteristic. There is an 
integer e and a polynomial 4(X) of the form x’- 1 or Y’+ 1 with r 
dividing c$(q) such that the following holds: To each unipotent character p 
of G corresponds a pair (L, Ic/), where L is a regular subgroup of G of the 
form a product of a classical group and cyclic tori of order 4(q), Ic, is a 
unipotent character of L of degree divisible by the full power of r dividing 
I L: Z(L)l, and p is a constituent of the virtual character Rf(IC/). Moreover, 
the pair (L, $) is determined by p up to conjugacy in G. The Harish-Chan- 
dra theory is the case e = I. This work arose in an investigation by the 
authors of the Brauer r-blocks of G. A similar generalization of the 
Harish-Chandra theory has been proposed by R. Boyce. 
Notation. Let G be an algebraic general linear, symplectic, or special 
orthogonal group defined over Y “,, F a Frobenius endomorphism of G, and 
G the finite group G’ of F-fixed points of G. Then G is isomorphic to 
GL(n, q), U(n, q), Sp(2n, q), SO(2n + 1, q), or S0”(2n, q) for some n. A 
subgroup L of G is regular if L = E” for some F-fixed Levi subgroup ,? of a 
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parabolic subgroup p of G, where P need not be fixed by F. We denote the 
set of irreducible characters of G by G ” , and the set of unipotent charac- 
ters of G by G,” Let r be an odd prime not dividing q. We shall say a 
unipotent character II/ of G is r-cuspidal if II/( 1) is divisible by the full power 
of r dividing 1 G : Z( G)( 
2. GENERAL LINEAR AND UNITARY GROUPS 
In this section let G = GL(n, q) or U(n, q). Then GJ is in bijection with 
the set of partitions of n. Let e be the order of q modulo r in the linear case. 
Let e be the order of -q modulo r in the unitary case, so that r divides 
q’- 6, where 6 = 1 or - 1 according as e is even or odd. 
THEOREM (2A). Let p he in G,,” Then there exists (I pair (L, Ic/ ), unique 
up to conjugacy in G, with the ,follo~ving properties: 
( 1) L is a regular subgroup of G sf’ the ,f;wm L = M x Q, where M is a 
linear group und Q is a product qf cyclic tori qf order q” - 1 in the linear 
case, M is a uniturJ group and Q is a product of’r*yclic tori qf order qC - 6 in 
the unitary cuse. 
(2) $ is a unipotent churacter of L of’ the ,fi)rm $ = tic, x 1 v, bl’here IJ?(, 
is an r-cuspidal unipotent character of M and Iv is the identity character of’ 
Q. 
(3) h qy$))fO. 
Proof. Let L be a regular subgroup of G of the type described in (1 ), 
and let $ be a character of L of the form I/” x Iv, where $” is in MU” Let 
p and i. correspond to the partitions v and p, respectively. Then 
(p, Ry($)) # 0 if and only if v is obtained from ,U by adding a sequence of e- 
hooks (see [3, 2.101). Indeed, the multiplicity of p in Ry($) is (-I)‘,{: 
where f is the number of ways of adding a sequence of e-hooks to ,D to get 
V, and c is the sum of the leg lengths of the r-hooks used in any such 
sequence. The parity of c is independent of the sequence chosen. Also, I/~, is 
r-cuspidal if and only if p has no e-hooks. In particular, if p is the e-core of 
V, then (L, $) satisfies ( 1 ), (2) (3). The converse holds as well, so (2A) 
follows. 
3. SYMPLECTIC AND ORTHOGONAL GROUPS 
In this section G is isomorphic to Sp(2n, q), S0(2n + 1, y), or S0”(2n, y) 
for some n. We recall (see Lusztig [S]) that a symbol of rank n and defect 
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d is an unordered pair /i = {S, T}, where S, T are subsets of 
N= {0, 1, 2, 3 ,... j, 
rank/i= c .Y+ 1 J’- 
.r t s VET 
defectA=IISI-ITII. 
A symbol /1= {S, T} is degenerate if S = T. The shift operation /i H A’, 
where A=(S,T},A’={S’,T’}, S’={O}ujx+l:x~S~, T’={O}u 
{ y + 1 : ~3 E T}, generates an equivalence relation on the set of symbols in 
which equivalent symbols have the same rank and defect. Then G,” is in 
bijection with equivalence classes of symbols of rank n and defect d- 1 
(mod 2) if G = Sp(2n, q) or SO(2n + 1, q), of rank IZ and defect 
d = 2 (mod 4) if G = SO (2n, q), and of rank n and defect d E 0 (mod 4) if 
G = S0+(2n, q). Moreover, in the last case, each degenerate symbol occurs 
twice. We denote by P,, or by P,~,~ the unipotent character of G 
corresponding to the symbol n = {S, T]. 
Let L be a regular subgroup of G and let $ be in L,” Asai [I, 21 has 
given a formula for Rf($) in terms of the Fourier transform defined by 
Lusztig. In the case I!. is a product of a classical group and a cyclic torus, 
an explicit description of Rf($) will be given below. Let L = M x Q, where 
M is symplectic or orthogonal according as G is symplectic or orthogonal, 
and Q is a cyclic torus of order q” - 1 or q’ + 1. In the case of even-dimen- 
sional orthogonal groups, G and M need not be of the same orthogonal 
type. Let p in Lu” be of the form p =ps,T~ l,, where i)s,I is in M,,” and 1, 
is the identity character of Q. Then Asai’s result can be stated as follows: 
if IQ] =@- 1, 
(3.1) 
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Moreover, if a degenerate symbol arises on the right-hand sides of (3. I ) or 
(3.2), then both copies of that symbol are to appear. 
We may explain these formulas in terms of adding hooks and cohooks. 
Let (ST} beasymbol.IfxESand.u+e$S,orif~ETandy+r$T,then 
we say the symbol {S- {. x u {x+e), T) or {S, T- {y)u (~+e)) is ) 
obtained from {S, T} by adding an e-hook. M,s.Y or M,.,,. is then the leg 
length of the e-hook. This construction is the usual operation of adding 
hooks to partitions. If x E S and x + e I# T, or if y E T and .r + e # S, then we 
say the symbol {S- {x}, T u {x+e}} or {Su {y+e}, T- 1~)) is 
obtained from {S, T) by adding an e-cohook. 
The notion of an abacus diagram of a symbol {S, T) is due to James 
(see [4, p. 781). Such a diagram consists of two runners corresponding to 
the two sets S and T, with beads or spaces occupying positions indexed by 
the nonnegative integers. Beads on the runner S occupy positions x for 
XE S; beads on the runner T occupy positions 1’ for y E T. Adding an 
e-hook to {S, Tj amounts to moving a bead on a runner forward P 
positions; adding an e-cohook to (S, T) amounts to removing a bead from 
one runner and putting it forward r positions on the other runner. 
We now consider a regular subgroup L of G of the form f, = M x Q, 
where M is symplectic or orthogonal according as G is symplectic or 
orthogonal, and Q = Q, x Q, x .. x Q),. is a product of ~1’ cyclic tori Q, of 
the same order q” - 1 or y” + 1. As before, in the case of even-dimensional 
orthogonal groups, G and M need not be of the same orthogonal type. Let 
p in L,,” be of the form y = Y,~,,.x 1, with P,~,~ in M,,” By (3.1) and (3.2) 
the constituents of R:(p) are of the form P(;,~,, where [ U, V) is obtained by 
adding a sequence 6 of n r-hooks to {S, T} if 1 Q, 1 = q” - 1, or a sequence 
85 of M’ e-cohooks to (S, T) if / Q, 1 = q” + 1. Moreover, each sequence e 
contributes a term cz = -t 1 by (3.1) and (3.2) to the multiplicity CI~,,~ of 
P(;.~, in R:(p), and u,,.,,=C,~:~. 
(3B) The term Ed is independent cf the choice qf‘ sequence 6. In par- 
ticular, 1 a,, cJ I is the number qf sequences 6. 
Proof: Suppose 1 Q,) = q” - 1. This case is essentially the case of the 
general linear group, since adding e-hooks to S and T are independent 
operations. Repeated applications of (3.1) show that cd = ( - 1 (‘3, where cz 
is the sum of the leg lengths of the e-hooks used in 6; the parity of L’~ is 
independent of the choice of G. Thus (3B) holds in this case. 
Suppose I Q, I = ye + 1. Let 
6: {So, T,,}, {s,, T,},..., {S,,., T,,.),, 
6’ {Sb, G), is;, T;) ,... % (X, T:, )* 
be two sequences of symbols such that S, = S; = S, T, = T; = T, S,, = 
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S~,=U,T,=T~.=V,and(Si+,,Ti+,},{S:+,,T:+,}aregottenbyadding 
an e-cohook to {Si, T,}, {S:, Ti}, respectively, for i>O. We will show by 
induction on the length w of the sequences 6 and 6’ that sG = sG. It is 
clear we may assume u’> 2. We represent he sequences 6 and 6’ by a 






Let 2 and 2’ be the subsequences gotten from 6 and 6’ by dropping the 
first terms {S, T} and (S, T), respectively. Let U and U’ be the subsequen- 
ces gotten from 6 and 6’ by dropping the first two terms {S, T}, {S,, T, } 
and {S T}, {S;, T’,}, respectively. Let x, and x2 be the positions of the 
beads moved in 6 in getting {S,, T, } from {S,, T,,}, and in getting 
{ Sz, T,} from (S, , T, }, respectively. Let x’, and ,u; have the analogous 
significance for 6’. 
(1) If x, =x;, then S, = S’, , T, = T’, , and we have the diagram 
2+... -+ (w- 1) 
But EG = Y]EI, Ed, = q&z, for the same sign q by (3.2), and E= = sl. by induc- 
tion. Thus sg = E=,. 
(2) If Xl #xi, but x2=x’,, x;=x,, then S*=S;, T,=T;, and we 
have the diagram 
/l\ /3+...(+)\ 
0 2 W 
\/\ / 
1’ 3’+...(w-I)’ 
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By (3.2) there exist signs yf,, vz, v;, ye; such that aG==,~z=~,~Z~U, cs_,= 
?‘f, EI, = $,Y];EU,. Since .st, = sLI. by induction, it suffices to show that q, q2 = 
q’, vi. We may assume x, < xi. The different cases are essentially the follow- 
ing ones: 
,, x’, are on the same runner, say S, of the abacus diagram of 
{ S, $.’ Then 
u 1 = Ns..,, + NT,,, + c (mod 21, 
‘I; = N,,.;, + hr., + (2 (mod 2), 
~~=(N.s,.,-~)+(N~.,,,+~~+~) (mod2), 
+Ns,,,+Nr.,,+,, (mod 2). 
(b) x,, xi are on different runners, say S and T respectively, of the 
abacus diagram of {S, T}. If x, + c < x’, , then 
rll = Ns,,, + NY,,, +e (mod 21, 
6 = N,,,, + N.s.,,, +r (mod 2), 
‘I~=(N,.,~,+,)+(N,,,~,+,,-~) (mod2), 
rl; = Ns.,, + NT.,, +<, (mod 2). 
(c) s, , x’, are as in (b), but x, + e > x’, Then 
‘II-N.~..,+N,,,,+,, (mod 21, 
‘1’1 = NW, + N,.,I +r (mod 21, 
qz-N I,~‘, + (N.s.,,,+c,- 1) (mod 2), 
~i=Ns.,,+(N7,,,+,,-1) (mod2). 
In all cases, ‘1, q2 = q’, yl; as desired. 
(3) If-y, #XI, x,#x’,, but x;=x,, then we have the diagram 
o- 1 +2+...+(VV-l) 
Let 5” be the sequence gotten from 2’ by replacing the symbol 1.57, T} by 
{S, Tf, and the e-cohook x; H xi + e by x’, H x’, + e. By (3.2) there exist 
signs ?I,, yz, q’,, q; such that E~=~,c~=Y,E~..=I],~~c~~., c,,=~‘,c~,= 
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r’, Y];E~,. Here E= = Ed,, by induction. So it suffices to show q1 q2 = v’, vi. This 
follows by the arguments used in (2). 




where {F’, Y} is gotten by adding the e-cohook x’, H.Y’, + e to (S,, T, ), 
or equivalently, by adding the e-cohook x, H x, + e to (S’, , T’, }. A con- 
sideration of abacus diagrams shows that it is possible to add a sequence 
U” of e-cohooks to {S;‘, T;‘} so as to get {U, I’}. Let %” and 2”’ be the 
sequences gotten by adding {S,, T, } and {S’, T; ) respectively before U”. 
Let G” and 6”’ be the sequences gotten by adding {SO, TO}, {S,, T, } and 
{S,, TO}, {S’,, T’,}, respectively, before U”. Then E~=E~,,, and sz,=eZ,, by 
part(3). But c,,.=s,,,, by part (2). Thus E~=E,, This completes the proof 
of (3B). 
Let {U, I’} be a symbol. If { U, V) has no e-hooks, we define the e-core 
of {U, V} to be {U, I’} itself. If {U, I’) has e-hooks, we remove a sequence 
of e-hooks until a symbol {S, T} without e-hooks is reached. If {S, T) is 
nondegenerate, we define the e-core of {U, V) to be {S, T}. If {S, T} is 
degenerate, we define the e-core of {U, I’} to be the doubleton ( {S, T}, 
{S, T}‘} consisting of the two copies of {S, T}. The e-core of {U, V} is 
well defined from a consideration of the abacus diagram of {U, V}. The e- 
weight of {U, V} is the number of e-hooks removed from {U, V} in order 
to reach the e-core. A similar definition using e-cohooks gives the e-cocore 
and the e-coweight of {U, V}. 
Now let e be the order of q2 modulo Y, and set d(X) = x’- 1 or Y’+ 1 
according as Y divides q’ - 1 or qe + 1. We note that e is odd in the case Y 
divides q’ - 1. 
(3C) Let Po,v be a unipotent character qf G. Then P,),~ is r-cuspidal 
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if and only if { U, V} is its own e-core or e-cocore according as 4(X) = X“ - 1 
or x’+ 1. 
Proof See [6, Corollary 71. 
(3D) Let p be a unipotent character qf G. Then there is a pair (L, $) 
such that 
(1) Lisa regular subgroup qf G oj’theform L=MxQ,x...xQll., 
where M is a group of the same Lie type as G and the Q, are cyclic tori qf 
order d(q), 
(2) $ is a unipotent character of L of the ,form tiO x 1 o, x ... x 1 o,, , 
where Ic/” is an r-cuspidal character qf M, 
(3) (P, R%W@ 
Moreover, the pair (L, $) is unique up to conjugacy in G. 
Proof To show the existence of a pair with properties (1) (2), (3), let 
{U, V} be the symbol labeling p, and let (S, T} be a symbol in the e-core 
or e-cocore of { U, V} according as d(X) = x’ - 1 or x’ + 1. We consider a 
regular subgroup L of the form L = A4 x Q of G, where A4 is symplectic 
or orthogonal according as G is symplectic or orthogonal, 
Q = Q, x Q2 x .. x Q,l. is a product of w cyclic tori Q, of order 4(q), and w 
is the e-weight or e-coweight of {U, V}. Then L has a unipotent r-cuspidal 
character II/ = rl/O x 1 o, where tie is the unipotent character of M 
corresponding to {S, T}. By (3B) (p, Rf(IC/)) #O, and thus (L, $) satisfies 
(11, (2), (3). 
To show uniqueness of (L, $) up to G-conjugacy, let (L’, IG/‘) be another 
pair satisfying ( 1 ), (2), (3) say 
L’ = M’ x Q; x x Q:,,, 
$‘=$;,xl,;x.~‘xla;,. 
Let {S’, T’ 1 be the symbol labeling $b. Then (9, T’} is necessarily a sym- 
bol in the e-core or e-cocore of {U, V} by (3B), and w = w’. Now in 
Sp(Ze, q) and SO(2e + 1, q) cyclic tori of the same order qe - 1 or qe + 1 are 
conjugate. In SO (2e, q) cyclic tori of order q’+ 1 are conjugate, and in 
SO+(2e, q) with odd e, cyclic tori of order qe - 1 are conjugate. Replacing 
(L’, r,V) by a suitable conjugate, we may assume M’ = A4 and Q: = Qj for 
i> 1. If {S’, T’} = {S, T}, then (L’, $‘)=(L, $), and we are done. If 
(S’, r} and (S, T} are the two copies of a degenerate symbol, then it is 
the case that M z SO +(2m, q) and u’ 3 1. The Frattini argument shows 
there is an element g in G normalizing A4 and Q, and inducing an element 
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of 0 + (2~2, q) - SO +(2m, q) on the underlying space of M. Then (L’, $‘) = 
CL, *lg. 
Remark. A similar generalization of the Harish-Chandra theory holds 
for an arbitrary irreducible character of a classical group, but the statement 
and the proof are more technical. 
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